1. Mind and Body Gallery
   1a. Temp Exhibition Gallery
   1b. Temp Exhibition Gallery
   1c. The Mind: Enter the Labyrinth

2. Evolution Gallery

3. Forest Gallery

4. Te Pasifika Gallery
   5a. Phar Lap

5. Melbourne Gallery

6. Pauline Gandel Children’s Gallery
   6a. Children’s Garden

7. Science and Life Gallery
   7a. Dynamic Earth
   7b. Marine Life
   7c. Dinosaur Walk
   7d. Bugs Alive!
   7e. 600 Million Years
   7f. Wild

8. Activity Rooms

9. Forest Gallery

10. North Terrace

11. Bunjilaka Aboriginal Cultural Centre
    11a. First Peoples
    11b. Birrarung Gallery
    11c. Milarri Garden
    11d. Kalaya

12. Te Pasifika Gallery

13. Curious

14. Road to Zero
    14a. Road to Zero Learning Studio

15. Theatre

16. Touring Hall

Photography permitted in permanent galleries (no flash)
Food and drink not permitted in galleries
Non smoking venue